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Abstract
Finding common latent components from data is an important step in many data
mining applications. These latent variables are typically categorical and there
are many sources of categorical variables, including dichotomous, nominal,
ordinal, and cardinal values. Thus it is important to be able to represent the
discrete components (categories) in a flexible way. Here we propose a
nonparametric Bayesian approach to learning "plastic" discrete components by
considering the uncertainty of the number of components with the Indian buffet
processes (IBP). As observation models, we use the product of experts (PoE) to
utilize sharper representation power and sparse over-completeness. We apply the
proposed method to optical hand-written digit datasets and demonstrate its
capability of finding flexible global-to-local components that can be used to
describe and generate the observed digit images faithfully.
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Intro d uctio n

Finding common latent components from data is an important step in many data mining
applications. These latent variables are typically categorical and there are many sources of
categorical variables, including dichotomous, nominal, ordinal, and cardinal values. So far,
for discrete variables, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] and a relatively small number of
works (extensions [3], [4] from PCA, and NMF [1]) provide the methodologies for count
data on discrete features (e.g., term frequency of language data). To deal with arbitrary
categorical data, it is necessary to represent feature-value pairs on the components capable of
expressing rule-like common patterns of variable feature-value pairs.
In this paper, we propose a discrete-value component learning method via expressing explicit
feature membership on components from overall (global) patterns to local ones. For this,
Indian Buffet Process (IBP) [15] is applied to represent feature-to-component relationships
in a non-parametric Bayesian (NPB) way. This approach can automatically choose an
unbounded number of components and has already been applied to several tasks ([12]-[14]).
In this method, we assume that data are generated from a small number of components where
the components are linked with a probabilistic AND operation, which can connect them as a

cconstruction pprocess. Prodduct of expertts (PoE) [5] nnicely demonnstrates a probbabilistic moddel
f this situaation by form
for
mulating com
mponent (or eexpert) valuees as a weighhted product of
t
themselves.
PoE model is advantageeous from s everal perspectives: 1) B
By multiplyiing
m
marginal
distrributions of iindividual expperts over andd over, PoE m
model can maake a sharp jooint
d
distribution.
22) PoE can bbe used for spparse over-coomplete learnning of repressentation wheere
t number of experts exc eeds the num
the
mber of featurees [6]. Peoplee extended coonventional P
PoE
a built models of dictioonary using ppopulation cooding, where the extendedd PoE is wideely
and
u
used
in encodding-related rresearch ([7]- [11]).
Additionally, from the pooint of view oof constructivve machine learning,
A
l
the experts in P
PoE
w the abovve properties perhaps can be seen as baasic elementss for construcction of originnal
with
d
data
instances, and we cann regenerate data via com
mposition of thhem. In [11], data fragme nts
a used as baasic componeents for proceedural construuction into geenerated data.
are
This paper iis organized as follows. Section 2 iintroduces thhe proposed model and tthe
T
i
inference
metthod. In sectiion 3, the expperimental results will be explained. Fiinally, sectionn 4
c
concludes
thiis paper.
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T hee Pro po seed Me th o d

2.1

Nonparametric Bayesian Model for Learning Discrete Components

IIn [14], a nonnparametric B
Bayesian featture constructtion method for
f IRL was iintroduced. T
The
m
method
was designed to learn rewardd functions inn RL. We exxtend the moodel for PoE as
s
shown
in Figuure 1.
At first, we aassume that X is a data m
A
matrix (compoosed of i.i.d N instances and F featur es)
g
generated
froom K componnents and theeir correspondding weights w. The priorr distribution of
e
each
w is uniivariate Gaussian. U is a K × N randoom matrix to indicate the participationn of
c
components
(component usage) to geenerate each instance. Thhe prior for U is Bernouulli
d
distribution.
A
Also, V is a Dirichlet-cateegorical (or bbeta-Bernoullli) F × K raandom matrixx to
i
indicate
the vvalue on eachh component from the set of possible vvalues of xf, val ( x f ) . Z i s a
m matrix to inndicate that each
e
feature is used for eeach componeent
F × K 0-1 b inary random
ggenerated froom the IBP. N
Note that K caan be increaseed to infinity regarding to the propertyy of
d
dataset.
mponent desccription throuugh
R = V ⊗ Z is a sparse matrixx to representt rule-like com
H
Hadamard
prroduct (elemeent-wise prodduct) of valuee matrix V annd selected feeature matrix Z.
W can convvert Rf and X f (the f-th column in R and X) intto Rfv and X fv using 1-of-k
We
r
representation
n to express vvalues expliciitly.
The observattion model off the proposeed method iss based on PoE. Observabble variables in
T
F
Figure
1 are shaded nodees x . In genneral case, we can use sooftmax functiion to represeent
c
categorical
diistribution forr observed vaariables with the energy fuunction [9], [110]:

Figu
ure 1. A graph
hical model fo
for learning discrete
d
compoonents and w
weights.
Vaal(xf) represen
nt the set of possible valuess of xf

F

N

Vf

K

E ( X , R, W , U ) = −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ R vfk ⋅Wk ⋅U kn ⋅ X nfv
f =1 n =1 k =1 v =1

For simplicity, we use binary dataset where the values on V of features are -1 and 1. Then,
the conditional distribution for one observed variable xnf is as follows:

P( xnf | R,W ,U ) =

exp(∑ rfk ⋅ wk ⋅ ukn ⋅ xnf )

∑

xnf ∈val ( x f )

k

exp(∑ rfk ⋅ wk ⋅ ukn ⋅ xnf )
k

Also, the distribution can be simplified as follows:
P ( xnf = 1| R , W , U ) =

1
1 + exp(−2 ⋅ ∑ rfk ⋅ wk ⋅ ukn )
k

2.2

MCMC Posterior Inference as a Learning Method

There is no general analytic posterior inference method for arbitrary probabilistic graphical
models (PGM). So, approximate methods such as variational methods and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach are often used. As MCMC approaches, we use Gibbs
sampling with a few Metropolis-Hastings (MH) updates similar to the method in [14], [16].
The posterior distribution over components R, the weights W and the component usages U is
as
P( R,W ,U | X , α, β ) ∝ P( X | R, W , U ) P(W ) P(U ) P( R | α, β )

where P( X | R,W ,U ) is the likelihood and P (W ) is the prior on the weights and P(U ) is
the prior on the usage. α, β are hyperparameters to control the total number of components
on IBP and value selection each.
Following the ancestral order, we use MH update for V, Z, W and U consecutively to infer
the posterior. To do this, after random initialization we iteratively update values on each
variable by sampling from the probability distribution conditioned on all of the other random
variables. In the part of sampling Z using the IBP, we take 2-step procedure on each feature.
Firstly, Gibbs sampling for Z f ,: is performed for all components. After that, MH update for
new components is sampled with Hastings acceptance ratio of new components involved in
the model over the model without them. For W, we use Gaussian distribution for proposing
update weight and accept it with MH update.
To get the learned components and weights, we choose the sample with the maximum
posterior.

3

Experimental R esults and Discus sion

In this section, we show the qualitative results from the experiments and discuss their
meaning. For applications, each feature can be used to describe the special characteristics to
represent the linkable parts to others considering relational, spatial or temporal features.
To show the concept of construction with components, we use simple binary image dataset.
So, we binarize optical hand-written digit data [17] from UCI repository where the number of
training data instances is 3823 and the size of each instances is 8 × 8 (Figure 2). The dataset
contains approximately equal number of each digit 0 ~ 9. They are then vectorized to form
instance rows in the data matrix X of which elements are 1 or -1.
Using the proposed model, we learn discrete components with the parameter α =6, β =(1,1).
The components can have some selected features with 2 values {1, -1} and not-selected
features, which are regarded as don’t care condition getting from IBP naturally. Figure 2
shows one component example specifying the values and not-selected features with ‘ × ’.
The weights of local patterns have a tendency to increase very high. Rules in local patterns

Figure 2. Opttical hand-wrritten digit daataset examp
F
ples (left). 1 iss assigned on
n the black, -11 is
a
assigned
on tthe white. On
ne componentt example (riight). Compoonent specifiees some features
w values, b
with
but the otherr features aree not specified
d (marked wiith ‘× ’). One component h
has
t correspon
the
nding fixed w
weight.
aare so simple to be used avveragely folloowing the oveerall data stat istics. On thee other hand, tthe
g
global
patternns mostly are used in the sspecial patterrn of digits ass Figure 3. Noote that positiive
c
components
mponents filteer them. Alsso, the size of
specify instaances and nnegative com
c
component
iss so various that global components cover overaall shape andd local patterrns
d
described
in small detaiil. The proposed model tries to buiild the balannced dictionaary
a
automatically
y to explain tthe dataset. G
Giving more ssparsity, com
mposition of gglobal and lo cal
c
components
can construuct instancess with arbitrrary properties on eachh feature inn a
p
probabilistic
manner.
Note that thiss approach foor image moddeling looks for the unified set of com
N
mponents whiich
c have from
can
m 1 up to thhe number off all features for constructtion process, while mcRB
BM
d
does
not utiliize more thann 2 pixel depeendencies [188]. And, Adam
ms et al. studdied NPB-bassed
g
graphical
moodel structure learning usiing cascadingg IBP [19]. Itt is different from our woork
t
that
they doo not consideer the meaning of hiddeen variables and their innterpretation as
c
components.
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Con
nc l u s i o n

This paper suuggests nonpparametric Baayesian approoaches to exttract global-tto-local discrete
T
c
components.
While the asssumption off exchangeabiility on featuures is relaxeed, they proviide
a
automatically
y balanced ddictionary foor constructioon using thee observationn models w
with
p
product
of exxperts. This work
w
is still ongoing to sshow the feassibility with experiments on
s
sequential
m
many-valued dataset: e.g.. 1) music and 2) mobbile behaviorr lifelogs w
with
s
smartphone
ssensors. Alsoo, based on [11], we will seek to uttilize the ideea of random
mly
s
segmented
daata fragment as initial com
mponent canddidates as futture works too expect quickker
l
learning
and aapply increm
mental learningg easily.

Figure 3. Alll componentts as learnin
F
ng results (lleft). Global and local ccomponents are
a
e
extracted
toggether. Each
h instance ccan be geneerated from the combin
nation of these
c
components
p
probabilistica
ally. The set of frequentlyy used compoonents on each digit (righ
ht).
S
Some
same coomponents arre used on sim
milar digits: (0,
( 9), (2, 3) an
nd more.
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